Condition attendance of physical culture and other subjects of students of Kharkiv

Abstract. Purpose: to define reasons of admissions of employments on the physical culture of children and teenagers of general schools Kharkiv. Material and Methods: the analysis of school magazines of visit of lessons and medical maps is conducted 735 students (6–17 years) in 16 Kharkiv general schools, including. 462 boys, 273 girls; analysis of health and sporting sections in these general schools and their visited from the inincurrence of students. Results: the features of visited of employments on physical culture and other general theoretic articles of students of junior, middle and senior classes are Set. The amount of students is determined visitant different sporting sections in extracurricular time. Conclusions: the visited of students is certain basic, preparatory and special medical groups of employments on physical culture and other general theoretic objects.
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Introduction. Social-economic and political changes, modern conditions of activity (an acceleration of a rhythm of life, a point of ecology, a reduction of physical activity), impose considerable requirements to health of the population, including children and teenagers, and cause the need for physical training and formation of the systemacy of activity [1; 6].

The models of a healthy person are presented; progressive approaches of improving technologies of a study are formed in modern scientific researches on physical training in combination with medico-preventive disciplines on the basis of the analysis of the found negative tendencies in a change of a state of health of children and teenagers [8].

According to T. Yu. Krutsevich, the social system of physical training provides the functioning of pedagogical system, but its efficiency depends on rational and capable planning of the first one [4].

Physical training in the teaching-educational sphere as a component of the general education system lays the foundation of providing and development of physical and moral health of an integrated approach before the formation of intellectual and physical qualities of a person, physical and psychological fitness, active life, professional activity on the principles of an individual approach, priority of an improving orientation, a wide use of various receptions and forms of physical improvement [3; 7].

Many scientists who characterize a dynamic state by a reserve of functions of bodies and systems researched physical health of children of the school age [2; 5].

In this regard we analyzed a condition of visit of classes in physical culture and a choice of classes by school students in sports sections which are an actual problem of health of children and teenagers.

Communication of the research with scientific programs, plans, subjects. The research is conducted according to the Thematic plan of the research work in the sphere of physical culture and sport for 2011-2015 of the Ministry of Ukraine for family, youth and sport, by the subject 3.8 “Theoretic-methodological bases of creation of the system of a mass control, an assessment of a level of the development and physical fitness of different groups of the population” (No. of state registration is 0111U000192).

The objective of the research consists in the definition of the reasons of admissions of classes in physical culture by children and teenagers of comprehensive schools of Kharkov.

The tasks of the research. To carry out the analysis of visit of lessons on physical culture concerning other subjects within two academic years; to define a state of health of children and teenagers within two academic years; to find improving and sports sections which are in GES, and desires to visit children and teenagers.

Material and methods of the research: analysis of scientifically methodical literature; poll; analysis of class registers of visit of classes and medical records (735 pupils (6–17 years old) at 16 Kharkov comprehensive schools, including 462 boys, 273 girls; Ketle indexes 2 and Robinson indexes; analysis of functioning of improving and sports sections at these schools and their visits by children and teenagers from total number of pupils;
Methods of mathematical statistics.

**Results of the research and their discussion.** The problem of physical training in Ukraine is relevant now because of the general decrease in health of children and teenagers. Therefore the system effectiveness of physical training depends on many components of the social system in which the process of physical training is carried out obligatory.

Physical capacities of children and teenagers change and correct in the necessary direction during a study at school in the course of physical training. Different methods, forms of classes which give the chance to support and change physical fitness, physical development of children and teenagers are used at lessons on physical culture [4].

According to experts [3; 7], physical culture of children and teenagers is considered as the process of mastering knowledge, skills educational and study for the following use in the course of self-improvement and, as result – about the level of physical health which they have to store or increase thanks to their desire, knowledge, a healthy lifestyle and physical activity.

The analysis of an attendance of classes in physical culture (variable modules) concerning other subjects and their influence on a state of health of children and teenagers within two academic years (2009–2010 and 2010–2011 academic years) is carried out with the use of the provision about intra school control (ISC) at schools which is developed according to the Law “About education”, “The typical provision about general education educational institution”, the charter of a school.

In the first 2009–10 a.y. it is defined that 78% of pupils (1–4 classes) of the main medical group visit lessons on physical culture (p/c), 93% of pupils are present on other subjects. Pupils of the preparatory group visit general-theoretical subjects (89%), physical culture – 54% also best of all. A similar situation is at pupils of the special medical group, only 12% attend class on p/c, 84% – other subjects (pic. 1, tab. 1).

In the next academic year (2010–11) 72% of pupils of the main medical group visit lessons of p/c, 51% of pupils of the preparatory group and 12% of pupils the special group, other subjects are visited respectively 91%, 87%, 85% of a total number of children (pic. 1).

The reasons of the lack of 22% and 28% of pupils of the main group at lessons of p/c at the elementary school are the following: a good reason – an illness with an absence in GES (6% and 7%), a release from classes by the certificate about the rehabilitation period after an illness or from parents about an unsatisfactory state (12% and 14%), without a good reason – there isn’t an uniform, isn’t present on classes (4% and 7%) (pic. 1).

46% and 49% of pupils of the preparatory group which are absent at lessons of p/c because of good reasons: 5% and 8% (an absence on classes – an illness), 40% and 39% (a presence on classes with the certificate of a discharge from classes, the reference from relatives of an unsatisfactory condition of a pupil); without a
valid excuse – 1% and 2% (isn’t present on classes, there is no uniform). 88% of pupils of special group which are absent at lessons of p/c from which – a good reason – 9% (absence on classes – an illness) and 79% – presence on classes with the reference about discharged of classes (pic. 1).

64% of pupils of 5-9 classes of the main group attended classes on p/c in the first year of the research and 57% in the next year, while other subjects of 96% and 95% respectively. In the preparatory group indicators made 51% and 48% and 91% and 90%, in the special group 7% and 6% and 86 and 89% (pic. 2).
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**Pic. 2. Visiting of lessons by pupils of the middle classes (5–9 classes) of the main, preparatory, special medical groups within two academic years (n=260)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Medical group</th>
<th>Quantity of pupils</th>
<th>2009–10 a.y.</th>
<th>2010–11 a.y.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lessons p/c</td>
<td>Others subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–4 (n=257)</td>
<td>Main</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>78% (95)</td>
<td>22% (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preparatory</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>54% (64)</td>
<td>46% (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12% (2)</td>
<td>88% (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–9 (n=260)</td>
<td>Main</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>64% (74)</td>
<td>36% (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preparatory</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>51% (65)</td>
<td>49% (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7% (1)</td>
<td>93% (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–11 (n=218)</td>
<td>Main</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>47% (46)</td>
<td>53% (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preparatory</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>43% (47)</td>
<td>57% (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10% (1)</td>
<td>90% (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note. V—visited lessons; M—missed lessons.**
The absence of pupils of the main group at lessons of p/c at high school (36%; 43%) are defined as because of a good reason of 4% and 5% (an absence on classes – an illness) and 29% and 36% (a presence on classes with the certificate of discharge from classes, the reference from parents of an unsatisfactory condition of a pupil); without a good reason – 3% and 2% (there is no uniform, isn’t present on classes, there are no motivations, fatigue after other classes, laziness) (pic. 2).

The reasons of absence of pupils of the preparatory group at lessons on p/c during the first (49%) and the second (52%) academic years made: because of a good reason (7%; 10%) – an absence in GES by an illness, 37% and 36% – a presence on classes (with the certificate of discharge from classes, the reference from parents of an unsatisfactory condition of a pupil), without a good reason – 5%; 6% – there aren’t present uniforms, fatigue after other classes. Absence of pupils of the special medical group at lessons of p/c is recognized as: because of a good reason – 11%, 14% – an illness and 82%, 80% – with the certificate of discharge from classes.

The attendance of lessons of p/c decreases from 47% to 43% (the main group); from 43% to 41% (preparatory); from 10% to 5% (special) concerning other lessons at pupils of the senior classes within two academic years (pic. 3).

The reasons of absence of pupils of high school didn’t change at all, that is an admission of classes happens at the main group because of a good reason with the absence on classes from 2 to 4% (illness) and from 45% to 52% with the presence without a participation on classes of p/c (with the certificate of discharge from classes, the reference from parents of an unsatisfactory state of health of a pupil), and also from 3% to 4% without a good reason with the presence (there are no uniforms, fatigue after other classes, laziness).

The analysis of visiting of lessons of physical culture by pupils from the first till the eleventh classes within two academic years showed that after the first academic year 63,0% of pupils (1–11 classes) of the main group visit lessons of p/c, 49,3% of pupils of the preparatory and 9,6% of the special medical group, while other subjects – 95,0%; 90,6%; 87,0% according to groups. Indicators of visiting of lessons of p/c lowered and made 57,3% – the main group, 46,6% – preparatory and 7,6% – special at the same time within the second academic year. Attendance of other subjects made 94,6%, 91,3%, 89,3% (pic. 4).

The analysis of the reasons of absence of pupils at lessons on physical culture at comprehensive schools of Kharkov showed that the main admissions of classes on p/c happen after diseases (with the certificate of discharge from physical activity).

The carried-out analysis of a state of health of pupils by medical cards found out that pupils of 1-4 classes 47,4%, 5–9 classes – 45,2%, 10–11 classes – 41,8% entered during 2009–10 to the first group (the main medical group). The indicator of the attendance lowered to 44,5% (1–4 classes), 33,3% (5–9 classes), 38,9% (10–11 classes) within the second year of the researches (2010–11) (tab. 2).

The second medical group (the preparatory medical group) included 45,6% of pupils of 1-4 classes, 42,5% – 5–9 classes, 38,7% – 10–11 classes, the indicator increased to 47,3% of pupils of 1-4 classes, 49,1% – 5–9 classes and 41,0% – 10–11 classes the next academic year.
The average value of visiting of lessons of physical culture (p/c) by pupils (1–11 classes) concerning other subjects at school (from a total number of lessons which were visited) within two academic years (n=735) 

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State of health</th>
<th>1–4 classes</th>
<th>5–9 classes</th>
<th>10–11 classes</th>
<th>1–11 classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I group</td>
<td>47,4%</td>
<td>44,5%</td>
<td>45,2%</td>
<td>33,3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II group</td>
<td>45,6%</td>
<td>47,3%</td>
<td>42,5%</td>
<td>49,1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III group</td>
<td>7,0%</td>
<td>8,2%</td>
<td>12,3%</td>
<td>17,7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. I group – the main group; II group – the preparatory group; III– the special group.

7,0% (1–4 classes), 12,3% (5–9 classes), 19,5% (10–11 classes) of pupils entered to the third medical group (the special medical group) at the beginning of researches. The next year the indicator raised to 8,2% (1–4 classes), till 17,7% (5–9 classes), till 20,1% (10–11 classes) of pupils (tab. 2).

Thus, the state of health of pupils in 44,8% answered criteria of the main group, in 42,2% preparatory and in 12,9% special during 2009–10 from the first till the eleventh classes, the next 2010–11 a number of pupils of the main group reduced to 38,8% (–6%) and increased to 45,8% (+3,6%) in the preparatory group and till 15,3% (+2,4%) in special medical groups.

The carried-out analysis of a condition of physical culture testifies to the increase in a number of pupils of 1–11 classes of comprehensive schools respectively at the preparatory and special medical groups.

The social system of physical training of pupils is interdependent from out-of-school activity [4; 7] therefore further we defined the most significant improving and sports sections which function in general education institutions of Kharkov (pic. 5).

The analysis of the obtained data of visiting of improving and sports sections at sixteen schools of Kharkov found out that sports sections on sports and ballroom dances (21%), tourism (16%), single combat and rhythmic gymnastics (15%), sports dances (13%) and track and field athletics (8%) (pic. 5) are more cultivated. At the same time classes only on sports games, tourism and track and field athletics are free of charge, other types of classes need from parents material expenses.

It is determined that only 6% (921 pupils) of school students 16 comprehensive schools of Kharkov were attended by improving and sports sections in 2009–10 academic years (pic. 6).
Pic. 5. Improving and sports sections in general education institutions of Kharkov

1 – sports games; 2 – single combats; 3 – tourism;
4 – track and field athletics; 5 – rhythmic gymnastics;
6 – sports and ballroom dances; 7 – fitness

Pic. 6. Visiting of improving and sports sections by children and teenagers at comprehensive schools from a total number of pupils (n1=921; n2=614)

The greatest number of children and teenagers (31%) visited sports sections on sports and ballroom dances, on 17% – single combat and rhythmic gymnastics, 13% – tourism, 9% – sports, 7% – fitness and 6% – on track and field athletics.

The next 2010–11 the percent of visits of improving and sports sections by children and teenagers decreased to 4% (614 pupils) from a total number (15341 pupils) and made 28% (172) who visited sections on sports and ballroom dances, 17% (104) – tourism, 16% (98) – single combat, 14% (86) – rhythmic gymnastics, 12% (74) – sports, 9% (55) – fitness and 4% (25) – track and field athletics.

Conclusions:
1. It is determined that the reasons of the decrease in an attendance of lessons on physical culture by
pupils of the main, preparatory and special medical groups within two academic years is: good reasons – an illness (from 4% to 10%), a release from classes after an illness (from 25% to 79%); without a valid excuse – there is no uniform, there are no motivations, fatigue after other classes, laziness (from 1% to 4%).

2. Strengthening of health of pupils during the teaching and educational process are one of the main tasks of a school. At the same time a number of pupils of the main medical group reduced on 6% in two academic years in which pupils have to put the harmonious, high or average level of physical development with the high and above an average level of functionally-reserve opportunities of the cardiovascular system; increased on 3,6% number of pupils of the preparatory group who don’t need yet physiotherapy exercises; increased on 2,4% a number of pupils of the special group in which pupils have considerable deviations in a state of health which don’t interfere with a study at school.

3. It is revealed that sports sections as on a paid basis function at 16 comprehensive schools of Kharkov (single combat, rhythmic gymnastics, ballroom and sports dances, fitness), and a free basis function (sports, tourism, track and field athletics). Within two years (286 children and teenagers (the first year) and 172 (the second year)) visit most of all ballroom and sports dances, 156 and 98 different types of single combat, 156 (86) rhythmic gymnastics, 120 and 104 improving and sports tourism, 83 and 74 – sports, 64 and 55 – fitness and 56 and 25 – track and field athletics. At the same time a number of children and teenagers in sections decreased in two years: on 10,8% – sports, on 14,1% – fitness, on 13, % – tourism, on 37,2% – single combat, on 39,8% – ballroom and sports dances, on 44,9% – rhythmic gymnastics, on 55,3% – track and field athletics.

**Prospect of the subsequent researches.** The subsequent researches will be directed on the definition of morphofunctional features of children and teenagers with defects of a bearing at comprehensive schools and the development of physical exercises for their correction.
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